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Introduction:  The bodies residing in the Kuiper belt 

are the leftovers from the age of planet formation  as well as  
the record of the accretion processes and the dynamical his-
tory of the early solar system. Over the past two decades, 
surveys have searched for distant solar system bodies out to 
distances of ~100 AU [2][3][5][6][7][9][10][11]. Now over 
1400 known Kuiper belt objects (KBOs) with nearly 1000 
having secure orbits have been discovered to date, including 
several large and bright KBOs of comparable size to Pluto. 
The inventory of dwarf planets in the Kuiper belt is incom-
plete. Nearly all wide-field surveys [3][4][5][6][7][9][10][11] 
[12] to date searching for  the largest and brightest members 
of the Kuiper belt have been conducted from telescopes in 
the Northern hemisphere.  

Although telescopes from the Northern hemisphere can 
reach declinations as south as -25 degrees, the Southern hem-
isphere has to date remained virtually unexplored for the 
largest Kuiper belt objects (KBOs), with potentially 1-2 new 
dwarf planet-sized bodies awaiting discovery. Since August 
2010, we have been searching the southern skies for the larg-
est and brightest objects in the Kuiper belt in the southern 
hemisphere, using the robotized ESO 1.0-m Schmidt Tele-
scope located at La Silla Observatory in Chile equipped with 
the refurbished QUEST large-area CCD camera [1][9], with 
an effective field of view of 8.3 square degrees. We have 
surveyed ~10,000 square degrees to date south of the ecliptic 
to a depth of R magnitude ~21.5. Our sky coverage is plotted 
in Figure 1. To date this is the largest and deepest survey to 
cover the southern skies for distant solar system bodies.  

 

 

Figure 1: La Silla-QUEST KBO Survey sky 
coverge to date 

High Inclination Kuiper belt: The discovery of 
2008 KV42 [5] with a perihelion near Uranus and an extreme 
(nearly perpendicular) inclination of 104 degrees, suggests a 
population of bodies on similar orbits with high inclinations 
compared to typical KBOs and Centaurs. These objects are 
metastable gravitationally interacting and scattering off of 
Uranus and Neptune with lifetimes of hundreds of million 
years, suggesting there must be a source population feeding 
this unstable reservoir [2][5].  With a large portion of our sky 
coverage, south of -20 degrees ecliptic latitude, our survey is 
sensitive to extreme inclination orbits and can probe the pop-
ulation’s size and orbital distribution.  

Summary: We present the latest results from the La 
Silla-QUEST KBO survey. We have found over 70 KBOs to 
date, and we will highlight some of our new discoveries and 
detections. Additionally we will discuss the  implications for 
the dwarf planet population residing in the outer solar system  
based on our observations and explore the expectations for 
finding additional large KBOs.  

With the discovery of 2010 WG9 in our survey, having a 
semimajor axis of 53.8 AU, inclination of 70 degrees, and a 
perihelion of 18.7 AU, there are now three known objects 
like 2008 KV42 with perihelia near Uranus and inclinations 
greater than 60 degrees but with semimajor axes typical of 
KBOs. We discuss the origins and implications for such a 
high-inclination population in the Kuiper belt.  We place 
constraints on the size and orbital properties of such a popu-
lation, focusing in particular, on an Oort Cloud origin, as 
proposed by Brasser et al (2012)[2] for these high inclination 
orbits. 
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